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ABSTRACTS

Purpose: The aim of this study was to report our experience in one case pre-operative embolization of high-flow peripheral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) using plug and push technique with low-density NBCA/LIPIODOL.

Case presentation: A patient 26 years old man hospitalized at Hue Central Hospital, Vietnam with big pulsatile mass at right femoral above the knee. Doppler ultrasound showed a mass with high systolic and diastolic velocities. Patient felt discomfort and he has a desire to resolve this condition. Angiogram showed a large and high-flow arteriovenous malformation type IV according to Yakes classification. A multidisciplinary discussion was required between surgeon and interventionist because of the high risk of in-operative hemorrhage. Patient was treated with low-density NBCA/LIPIODOL 12.5% embolic agents by transarterial approach using plug and push technique before surgical excision.

Results: Technical success was achieved in this patient. Complete devascularization was obtained and surgical excision was performed at 4 days after embolization procedure. Non-target NBCA/LIPIODOL embolization was not observed.

Conclusions: Embolization using plug and push technique with low-density NBCA/LIPIODOL is an promising and interesting option for management of peripheral high-flow AVMs either pre-operatively or as a single treatment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are unusual communications between arteries and veins that result from angiogenesis disorders, without the interposition of the capillary system. These shunts call nidus, in most of cases, are multiple and are configured as a mass of intrinsically related vessels[1].

Endovascular embolization has been suggested as a treatment option since the early 1970s. Its aim is either palliative in symptomatic patients with impossible surgical resection or to minimize intra-operative hemorrhage and facilitate complete resection [2]. The ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer (EVOH: Onyx; ev3-Covidien, Irvine, CA, USA) is a non-adhesive liquid embolic agent that has been used since the early 1990s [3]. N-butyl cyanoacrylate (NBCA) is a cyanoacrylate that is commonly used for medical care, and the closure of skin wounds with NBCA has been found to promote hemostasis. NBCA-based embolotherapy can be used to treat vascular malformations, acute hemorrhaging, tumors, and venous diseases. NBCA is mixed with Lipiodol to make it radiopaque and to adjust its polymerization time. are various technical aspects to
performing NBCA-based embolotherapy safely, it should be carried out by, or with the assistance of, proficient interventional radiologists [4].

2. EMBOLIZATION TECHNIQUE

Patients underwent diagnostic angiography via a percutaneous transarterial approach. The embolization was occurred at a second session after the diagnostic angiography because a second multidisciplinary discussion was required. The procedure was performed by right femoral puncture with antegrade approach and introduction of a 10cm - 6 Fr sheath to allow perprocedure angiograms with the microcatheter in place. Amicrocatheter Renegade STC18 was used to perform selective catheterization.

The microcatheter was placed as near as possible to the nidus. According to operator judgment depending on microcatheter tip position in relation to the nidus and the flow within the AVM, NBCA/Lipiodol type to be used was decided. Lower concentration (12.5%: the ratio of the concentration is between 0.5ml/0.5mg NBCA and 3.5ml Lipiodol) of the copolymer was preferred in high-flow lesions with microcatheter tip was very close or in the nidus to avoid the risk of pulmonary migration.

Further NBCA/Lipiodol injections were performed under serial glue roadmap imaging.

We use plug and push technique for injection. The injection was maintained and repeated until the feeding arteries and the nidus were completely occluded or until major reflux towards the parent artery was seen. When reflux was noted along the microcatheter in the catheterized feeder, injection was stopped and repeated few minutes later in order to allow the proximal NBCA/Lipiodol cast to solidify and thus distal penetration of NBCA/Lipiodol in the nidus could be obtained. If reflux persisted catheterization of another feeding branch was performed and injections repeated in order to occlude consecutively all the feeding branches and the nidus. Completion angiogram was realized through the guiding catheter with the microcatheter in place to evaluate the degree of devascularization. Guiding catheter appearance in the ostial of parent artery is to reduce the distal low-limb occlusion due to liquid embolic agent when we retrieval the microcatheter.

Complete technical success was defined as absent flow through the nidus with disappearance of the early opacification of draining veins.

3. RESULTS

At the beginning, we did the angiogram with guiding catheter 5F JR. The AVM has 3-4 main parent arteries (Figure 1).

Figure 1. An AVM under angiogram of 26 y/o man. Type IV AVM follow by Yakes classification[10].
We performed the embolization procedure in this patient with 2 sessions. Patient had undergone 1 embolization (Figure 2) and after 4 days, 1 surgical excision of a large femoral AVM (Figure 3). The mean volume of injected NBCA/Lipiodol was 15-20ml. Post-embolization angiogram revealed total occlusion. Patient was operated at 4 days after the embolization. Clinical symptoms is medium pain and swelling still exist after embolization 24 hours, these symptoms decrease gradually and disappear during 4 days. No long-term peripheral circulation or pulmonary deficit was noted during the period of follow-up. No changing of skin color after embolization and surgery and at the time 10 days after hospital discharge.

**Figure 2.** The process of AVM embolization of 26 y/o patient through antegrady femoral approach. Microcatheter was located as close as possible to the nidus. Low-density NBCA/Lipiodol was push into the nidus by plug and push technique. Three main parent artery was occluded. After embolization, AVM was totally occluded.

**Figure 3.** Scar after surgical excision of 26 y/o patient
4. DISCUSSION

Endovascular transcatheter embolization of pAVMs followed or not by surgical excision is a validated therapeutic option. It is frequent that multiple embolization sessions are necessary [5-9].

In our report, we examined the type IV arteriovenous malformation according to Yakes classification. Yakes developed a new classification (Figure 1) of the angioarchitecture of these lesions. The AVM Classification System is used to determine endovascular approaches and the embolic agents that will be successful to ablate these AVMs [10]. The classification of Yakes included lesions that by ISSVA classification are grouped as arteriovenous fistulas (AVFs) and not as AVMs (according to ISSVA Classification from 2018 [11]). Then NBCA was used because of these benefits and the patient could accept easier for low-cost price, especially in Vietnam, a developing country.

The tissue-adhesive NBCA is one of the preferred agents currently available for AVMs embolization. Precise use of NBCA and safe embolization is almost impossible due to unpredictable behavior when it comes in contact with blood (reflux, migration or immediate polymerization). Complications such as off-target embolization and catheter gluing can occur [12,13]. In addition, after injection of NBCA, the microcatheter should be removed immediately to avoid gluing the catheter to the vessel wall, which may require restarting a difficult catheterization in case of incomplete embolization [14]. In order to avoid these potential complications, some authors proposed the use of diluted NBCA, which seems have a similar tissue response to that of the high-concentration form [15].

In our report, we used guiding catheter located at the ostial of parent artery which aim to avoid the distal peripheral ischemia due to embolic agent after removing immediately microcatheter. Besides, we diluted 0.5ml/0.5mg NBCA with 3.5ml Lipiodol at the ratio 1:7, respectively. With this concentration (12.5%), NBCA can be used to occlude entire the nidus.

Some systemic and/or local reactions have been reported which is associated with vascular embolization using NBCA, such as nausea/vomiting, high fever, and regional pain [16-22].

In our report, patient just developed non-specific pain during the procedure which responded well to simple analgesia medication.

Our study is limited by one case report. Relatively good results presented may be based by the experience of the operators with multidisciplinary meeting. Embolization was only performed if a relatively high rate of technical success was predicted. This highlights the importance of multidisciplinary approach when managing this type of patients.

In conclusion, transcatheter embolization using plug and push technique with diluted NBCA/Lipiodol is an acceptable treatment option at stopping hemorrhaging and controlling vascular disease, especially in high-flow AVMs followed or not by surgical excision. Interventionist should have a good knowledge of the indications and complications associated with NBCA use and experience technique before practicing in clinical situation.
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